As summer winds down and fall is on our doorstep, now is an excellent time to evaluate how successful Kentucky producers were in making hay in 2005.

Two good ways to evaluate the current crop are to confirm the quantity and quality of the hay crop produced.

To determine the quantity, simply do a bale count of each cutting of hay made on the farm and then weigh several bales from each cutting (which will produce an average bale weight) and then just do the math. This should give you a fairly accurate tonnage of the hay produced this year (Don’t forget to account for future storage losses, especially on hay that is stored outside.).

To determine the quality requires that a forage sample be taken from each cutting of hay and then sent to the laboratory for analysis. Once these analyses are received you can then forward them on to your county agent who will help you formulate an analysis. Once these analyses are received you can then take from each cutting of hay and then sent to the laboratory for analysis.
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NOW IS THE TIME TO TEST

As summer winds down and fall is on our doorstep, now is an excellent time to evaluate how successful Kentucky producers were in making hay in 2005.

Two good ways to evaluate the current crop are to confirm the quantity and quality of the hay crop produced.

To determine the quantity, simply do a bale count of each cutting of hay made on the farm and then weigh several bales from each cutting (which will produce an average bale weight) and then just do the math. This should give you a fairly accurate tonnage of the hay produced this year (Don’t forget to account for future storage losses, especially on hay that is stored outside.).

To determine the quality requires that a forage sample be taken from each cutting of hay and then sent to the laboratory for analysis. Once these analyses are received you can then forward them on to your county agent who will help you formulate rations for your individual livestock operation. Once the least cost rations have been formulated you can then determine if you have excess hay for sale or if in fact, you need to purchase commodity feeds to get your livestock through to spring pasture.

If you are producing cash hay for sale, then a quality analysis will also give you a better handle on the product that you have to market.

You can contact the Kentucky Department of Agriculture @ 1-800-248-4628 to schedule an appointment to have your hay tested for only $10.00 or you can also visit foragetesting.org to view a list of the NFTA (National Forage Testing Association) certified labs around the country. (Tom Keene, U.K. Hay Marketing Specialist)
IS IT TOO LATE TO STOCKPILE THIS YEAR?

Every year in August we recommend that you apply nitrogen to your cool season grass pastures to promote fall growth and provide stockpiled forage for late fall and winter grazing. It is now early September and we have had a very dry summer. You may be asking yourself: Is it too late to apply N for stockpiling? Is the ground too dry to get a response? Am I just wasting money? Consider what a successful cattlemen in Virginia once said during a drought, “If I don’t apply N I know I won’t have good stockpile growth, if I apply N at least I have a chance.” With the high quality forage and great gains I get from stockpiling, I’ll take my chances and apply N. Our advice is much the same, if you could use stockpiled pasture this fall and winter, then consider applying N even now. KY research shows that for each lb of N applied September 1, you will get 20 lb of production from tall fescue. Even with high N prices, that’s still a good deal. You may want to cut your N rate some to compensate for the later application date. Obviously the growth you can expect depends on the rainfall and how late this fall will be. You decide, but if you want high quality pasture this winter, then don’t delay applying N.

KFGC AWARDS

Award nominations are now being accepted for the annual KFGC Awards to be presented February 23, 2006 at the 26th Kentucky Alfalfa Conference in Lexington. Award categories include:

- Grassroots Award (Producer)
- Public Service (County)
- Public Service (State)
- Industry

To nominate a person, please send a one page nomination to Dr. Garry Lacefield, Extension Forage Specialist, P.O. Box 469, Princeton, KY 42445 or e-mail glacefie@uky.edu

Deadline for nominations is December 14, 2005.

KFGC EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE TO MEET SEPTEMBER 6

The executive committee of the KFGC board will meet September 6 in Elizabethtown for a planning session prior to our fall board meeting. If you have input for the KFGC or ideas for the future, please contact one of the following. Dan Grigson (dgrigson@uky.edu or 606.365.2447), Ken Johnson (Ken.johnson@ky.usda.gov or 270.487.6589), Phil Howell (phil.howell@syngenta.com or 270.737.3516), Byron Sleugh (Byron.Sleugh@wkub.edu or 270.745.5968), Ray Smith (raysmith1@uky.edu or 859.257.3358) and Garry Lacefield (glacefie@uky.edu or 270.365.7541).
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Wisconsin GRAZING Dairy Farms

Tom Kriegl of the UW-Madison Center for Dairy Profitability has been analyzing financial performance of graziers with the Wisconsin Grazing Dairy Profitability Analysis every year since 1995. In the first year, data from 19 farms were summarized; that number rose to 31 in 2002. In 2000, a USDA Initiative for Future Agriculture and Food Systems grant expanded that research to a regional study covering finances on managed grazing dairy farms in the Great Lakes states, plus Iowa and Missouri. Data from 92 grazing farms were summarized in that study in 2000; 126 in 2001; and 103 in 2002. Farmers participating in these financial surveys must earn 85% or more of their gross income from milk sales or 90% from dairy livestock sales plus milk sales. To be considered a grazier, a farmer must harvest over 30% of seasonal forage needs by grazing and must provide fresh pasture at least once every three days.

Standardization of data handling and analysis procedures relied heavily on the farm Financial Standards Guidelines (revised December, 1997). The compute program Agricultural Financial Advisor (AgFA) was used to analyze the data.

Key Findings – Kriegl reports several key points in his analysis:

- In Wisconsin and New York, graziers were more profitable per cow and per hundredweight equivalent (CWT (EQ) than their confinement counterparts in these states. In addition, Wisconsin graziers were more profitable per cow and per CWT EQ than graziers in most other states providing data.
- Farms using managed grazing consistently showed higher new farm incomes from operations (NFIFO) per CWT EQ and lower costs per CWT EQ than traditional and large modern confinement farms in Wisconsin.
- Farmers who switch from confinement dairy farming to managed grazing need not suffer financial hardship during the transition.

And comparisons between grazing farms shows that:

- The average most profitable grazing farm in Wisconsin produced slightly more milk per cow and had slightly lower costs per cow and higher income per cow than the average least profitable grazing farm. The average most profitable grazing group had a better handle on most categories of costs, did a better job of generating income, and had lower interest, depreciation, and labor and management expenses.
- The average grazing dairy farm with under 100 cows was more profitable per cow and per CWT EQ than those with over 100 cows. Lower labor costs account for much of this advantage.
- Graziers are making a variety of strategies work for them. Some graziers use a seasonal calving strategy, some are certified organic, and some using milking parlors. No single approach seems to be the right or only way to manage a grazing dairy farm.
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Vegetative Identification of Small Grains

Identification of the vegetative growth of small grains can be difficult, but the leaf collar of most varieties of a given species exhibits unique characteristics. Triticale tends to be more variable than the other small grains.

Barley

Barley has large auricles which tend to clasp or overlap.

Rye

Rye has small or medium-sized auricles which are not hairy. Leaf sheaths usually are hairy. Leaf color is more blue-green and leaves are less erect than other small grains. Rye seedlings sometimes are red tinted if stressed.

Wheat

Wheat has small or medium-sized auricles which are hairy. The leaf sheath is not hairy.

Oats

Oats have no auricles. Leaves of most varieties are wider than those of other small grains.